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New Races 
 

Humans of Greyhawk 
A standard human is considered to be a mix of 
several ethnicities with no discernible dominant race. 
Each human ethnicity has distinguishing physical 
features and PCs will have physical traits denoting 
their main heritage. Greyhawk Reborn allows players 
to choose from four traditional human ethnicities at 
this time. 

Baklunish 

Baklunish folk have golden-hued skin and hair that ranges 
from blue-black to dark brown. Their eyes are often green or 
gray-green. 

Ability Score Increase.  +1 to Strength, +1 to two other 
abilities. 

Feat.  You gain the Mounted Combat feat OR Prodigy 
(XGE) 

Language.  You can read, write and speak Ancient 
Baklunish. 

Flan 

Pureblooded Flan boast a bronze-colored complexion, 
varying from a light copper shade to a deep brown hue. Eyes 
are typically dark brown, black, brown, or amber. Their wavy 
or curly hair is usually black, brown-black, dark brown, or 
brown. 

Ability Score Increase.  +1 to Constitution, +1 to two 
other abilities. 

Feat:   You gain the Mobile feat OR Prodigy (XGE) 
Language.  You can read, write and speak Flan. 

Oeridian 

Oeridian skin ranges from tan to olive. Their hair is an array 
from honey blond to black though brown and reddish brown 
predominate. Eye coloration varies, and brown and gray are 
most common. 

Ability Score Increase.  +1 to Wisdom, +1 to two other 
abilities. 

Feat.  You gain the Savage Attacker feat OR Prodigy 
(XGE) 

Language.  You can read, write and speak Old Oeridian. 

Suloise 

Purebred Suel typically have pale skin, with albinism being 
far more common than among other races. Violet and pale 
blue eyes are common, with gray and deep blue less 
common. Hair color is fair, from several shades of blond to 
light red, and is often kinky in texture. 

Ability Score Increase.  +1 to Intelligence, +1 to two other 
abilities. 

Feat.  You gain the Magic Initiate feat or Prodigy (XGE) 
Language.  You can read, write and speak Suloise. 

 

Aquatic Elves 
When Correllon’s blood was shed aeons ago, not all 
of it was spilt on the ground.  In the rivers and seas, 
where his blood flowed like a current, there arose 
three distinct elven people, each of which are detailed 
here.  These elves are currently only available for 
players through special campaign documentation. 
 

River Elf 
River elves are nomadic creatures, making their 
numbers hard to estimate, though they are the most 
commonly sighted of the Aquatic elves. Many of the 
stories of beautiful fey nymphs have their basis in 
encounters with River Elves. They favor gossamer 
clothing and are more lithe than their land dwelling 
cousins. Their lifestyle is one of constant change, 
travelling with the currents and the seasons, and their 
personalities tend to mirror this way of living. 

Ability Score Increase : Your Charisma score 
increases by 1. 

Nymph’s Charm : You know the Friends cantrip. 
When you reach 3rd level, you can cast the Charm 
Person spell once per day. When you reach 5th level, 
you can also cast the Suggestion spell once per day. 
Charisma is your spellcasting ability for these spells. 

Amphibious : You can breath underwater and have 
a swim speed of 30. 

Extra Language : You can speak, read, and write 
Aquan 

Sea Elf 
Sea Elves have communities set in deep lakes or 
Coral Reefs, similar to legendary Atlantis. Most 
surface dwelling creatures will never encounter a Sea 
Elf, unless they are lucky enough to be saved should 
their ship sink at sea. They have little interest in the 
lives of the surface folk, unless their activities should 
endanger their undersea habitat. They are physically 
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impressive hunters, raised to fight the threat of the evil 
Sahaugin shark monsters that inhabit their waters. 

Ability Score Increase : Your Strength score 
increases by 1. 

Amphibious : You can breath underwater and have 
a swim speed of 40. 

Aquatic Elven Weapon Training : You have 
proficiency with spear, javelin, trident, and net 

Cold Resistant : You are used to living in the icy 
waters of oceans, and are naturally resistant to cold 
damage. 

Extra Language : You can speak, read, and write 
Aquan. 

Deep Sea Elf 
Deep, deep below the surface, in the darkest depths 
of the oceans, where pressure would crush most 
vertebrates, live one of the oldest and most rare elven 
subraces, the Deep Sea Elves. Most of these 
creatures have never seen the sunlight, and their 
ways are alien and bizarre. They are said to worship 
creatures who came to the world from another plane 
of existence, where dark terrors swim through endless 
depths. 

Ability Score Increase : Your Intelligence score 
increases by 1. 

Echolocation : You have blindsight of 120’, but you 
cannot use this feature while you are deafened. 

Sunlight Sensitivity : You have disadvantage on 
attack rolls and on Wisdom (Perception) checks that 
rely on sight when you, the target of your attack, or 
whatever you are trying to perceive is in direct 
sunlight. 

Aquatic : You do not have a walking speed, and 
your swim speed is 40. You can hold your breath for 
30 minutes. 

Cold Adaptation : You are immune to cold damage, 
and vulnerable to fire damage. 

Extra Language : You can speak, read, and write 
Deep Speech 

Eladrin of Androlynne 
For all characters created in 2019, you may choose 
the Eladrin subrace of elves, as described in XGE.  If 

you do so, you must take the “Escaped Androlynne” 
Background described later in this document. 

Lizardfolk 
Lizardfolk are primitive reptilian humanoids that live in 
the swamps and jungles of Greyhawk. Many live in 
the Hool Marsh with exception to those who were 
pushed out of the swamp and into more social areas. 

Social Acceptance.  Lizardfolk are known for 
living in huts and feasting upon all types of 
humanoids. It is no wonder that that most civilized folk 
have a very dim view of lizardfolk. At best, they are 
briefly tolerated as a curiosity as they pass through 
towns and villages. However, sentiments of the 
populace will run much more towards intolerance and 
bigotry should the lizardfolk attempt to interact with 
them, and approach loathing and revulsion should 
lizardfolk attempt to settle in their towns and villages. 

Interacting with a Lizardfolk.  The life of a lizardfolk         
that has taken to the adventuring life will not be an           
easy one. They will be shunned and ignored in most          
places, and that is likely the best case situation for          
them. In others, they will be harassed and        
persecuted. It is unlikely that they will be able to find           
food or accommodations in most hamlets, towns and        
villages of the land. Perhaps larger population centers        
will be slightly more tolerant, as would places where         
outsiders usually congregate, such as the docks       
areas, or slums and shanty town locations of larger         
towns and cities. 

Finding Safety.  A few locations are kinder than        
others for an adventuring lizardfolk. Haven in Nume        
Eor, being founded as a town of outcasts, will tolerate          
lizardfolk, and may actually accept them as citizens,        
as long as they meet the demands and regulations of          
being resident of Haven. Westkeep will allow them as         
well, as long as they bring something useful to the          
free city. Sir Kinth is doing all he can in Walharbor to            
welcome the lizardfolk, but citizens there are still very         
wary of these reptilian creatures. 

Unlocking Lizardfolk 
The lizardfolk race was available for any characters 
created and played during 2018.  

Lizardfolk Traits 
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Your lizardfolk character has characteristics 
in common with all other lizardfolk. 

Ability Score Increase.  Your Constitution 
score increases by 1. 

Age.  Lizardfolk mature at the age of 
seven and are expected to settle into an 
adult life by around age 14. They can live 35 
to 40 years. 

Alignment.  Lizardfolk tend toward no 
particular alignment. They have no 
understanding of traditional morality, and 
they find the concepts of good and evil to be 
alien. 

Size.  Lizardfolk average about 4-6 feet tall 
and weigh about 70-100 lbs. Your size is 
Medium. 

Speed.  Your base walking speed is 30 
feet. 

Swim Speed.  Your base swim speed is 
30 feet. 

Hold Breath.  Your lizardfolk can hold its 
breath for 15 minutes. 

Natural Claws.  Your lizardfolk has natural 
claws that act as weapons. You can roll a d4 
plus your strength modifier in place of the 
normal damage of your unarmed strike. 

Languages.  You can speak, read, and 
write Common and Draconic. 

Subraces.  Four subraces of lizardfolk live 
in the Sheldomar Valley: Greens, Cresties, 
Whitebellies, and Slivness. Choose one of 
these subraces. 

The Green Tribe 
Hailing from the northern side of Salton, the 
Green Tribe lizardfolk are covered in 
emerald and forest green scales and they 
have small dorsal spikes that run from the 
tops of their head and stop at their 
shoulders. They are the physically smallest 
of the tribes. As a member of the Green 

tribe, you have a knack for deception and 
manipulation. 

Ability Score Increase.  Your Dexterity 
score increases by 1. 

Adaptation:  Your lizardfolk has 
developed a special set of skills. Choose 
two proficiencies from Deception, Medicine, 
Sleight of Hand and Stealth. 

Alert.  Your lizardfolk gains the  Alert  feat. 

The Cresties Tribe 
Once controlling the southwest Hool Marsh 
around Neareach, the Cresties were the 
most expansive of the tribes. They have 
good relations with Walharbor and are the 
most familiar with those not of the swamp. 
Cresties have emerald green scales and 
dorsal spikes that run from the tops of their 
head to the base of their tales. The frilled 
neck of the Cresties is a large ruff of skin, 
usually folded back against the head and 
neck. When these lizardfolk are frightened 
or angered, they spread out their frill and 
display brown and dark orange scales 
underneath. This tribe is known for their 
religious and protective qualities. 

Ability Score Increase.  Your Wisdom 
score or Charisma score increases by 1. 

Menacing.  You gain proficiency in the 
Religion or Intimidation skill. 

Easy Travels.  Difficult terrain does not 
cost you extra movement. 

The Whitebelly Tribe 
As the first lizardfolk tribe pushed out of the 
swamp, the White Belly tribe now resides in 
and around the outskirts of Walharbor. They 
are the most socialized of the lizardfolk 
tribes and are more familiar with the 
customs of those not of the swamp. The 
White Bellies have dark green scales on 
their body with white scales on their 
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abdomens. This tribe is known for their 
scavenging and hunting abilities. 

Ability Score Increase.  Your Dexterity or 
Wisdom score increases by 1. 

Mask of the Wild . You can attempt to 
hide even when you are only lightly 
obscured by foliage, heavy rain, falling 
snow, mist, and other natural phenomena. 

Proficiency with Improvised Weapons. 
You are skilled at combat in difficult 
situations. You gain your proficiency bonus 
when attacking with improvised weapons. 

The Slivness Tribe 
The last to be pushed out of the swamp, the 
Slivness tribe was the most stable tribe. 
They believe in living off of the earth and 
are wary of those not-of-the-swamp. They 
have green scales and a broad silver stripe 
that starts at their nose and ends at the tip 
of their tails. They also have very small 
spikes that run down the center of their 
back. They are the largest of the lizardfolk. 
The Slivness tribe is known for its 
craftsmanship. Their artisan skills are far 
superior than other lizardfolk tribes. 

Ability Score Increase.  Your Strength 
score increases by 1. 

Tough Scales.  Your hit point maximum 
increases by 1, and it increases by 1 every 
time you gain a level. 

Relentless Endurance.  When you are 
reduced to 0 hit points but not killed outright, 
you can drop to 1 hit point instead. You can’t 
use this feature again until you finish a long 
rest. 
 
More to Come:   Valley Elves, Snow Elves, Wild 
(Grugach) Elves, Gray Elves, Atloi, Rhennee, Touv, 
Olman and Tallfellow Halflings are all scheduled for 
future inclusion in the campaign. 
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New Sub-Class Options 
 

Barbarian Totems 
 
Totem Spirit 
Turtle 
While raging, your speed becomes 5, and you gain a 
swim speed of 10. In addition, whenever you deal 
damage to an opponent with a melee weapon attack, 
you can choose take the average result instead of 
rolling. 

Shark 
While you’re raging, you deal an additional die of 
weapon damage once per turn when you hit with a 
melee weapon attack. 

Whale. 
While you’re raging and not deafened you have 
blindsight of 30’. 

Aspect of the Beast 
Turtle 
You have the wisdom of the turtle. You never get lost, 
and can always detect true north. 

Shark 
You are drawn to the smell of blood. You are always 
able to locate the correct square when making a 
melee attack against creatures you cannot see that 
do not have all of their hit points. 

Whale 
You adapt to a water environment like a whale. You 
can hold your breath for up 30 minutes and have 
advantage on Wisdom (Perception) checks related to 
hearing. 

Totemic Attunement 
Turtle 

While you’re raging, you add your Wisdom modifier as 
a bonus to your attack and damage rolls. 

Shark 
You gain the pack instincts of a shark. When another 
ally attacks an enemy adjacent to you, you can use 
your reaction to make a melee weapon attack against 
that creature. 

Whale 
While raging, as a bonus action you can enter the 
square of any creatures whose size is equal to or 
smaller than your own and push them prone by 
making an opposed Athletics (Strength) check against 
them. The targets cannot stand up until you are no 
longer in their square. 
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Bardic Colleges 

College of Enlightenment 
The College of Enlightenment is often closely 
associated with a church that seeks to bring music 
and knowledge to the populous.  Combining the 
powers of the divine and the powers of inspiration 
yields a potent force capable of healing wounds and 
staving off death.  The most popular College is 
located in the Theocracy of Ravonnar though smaller 
colleges exist throughout the Flanaess. 
 
Bonus Proficiencies 
 
When you join the College of Enlightenment at level 3 
you may choose one of the following skills:   Religion, 
Insight, History and Tool Proficiency (Harp).  Gain 
proficiency in this skill and add double your 
proficiency bonus to it.  Also, gain proficiency in 
medium armor and shields. 
 
Words of Enlightenment 
 
At third level you may empower your healing spell 
with the power of music.  When you cast a spell with 
the healing keyword you may add a number of bardic 
inspiration dice equal to the spells level to the total 
amount healed.  
 
Additional Magical Secrets 
 
At 6th level you learn 2 additional spells from the 
bard, cleric or paladin spell list.  A spell you choose 
must be of a level you can cast.  The chosen spells 
count as bard spells for you but don't count against 
the number of bards spell you know. 
 
Light of Inspiration 
 
At 14th level once per long rest when you are reduced 
to below 0 hit points you may expend all remaining 
bardic inspirations to immediately heal up to half your 
maximum hit points.  Allies within 30' are healed 10 hit 
points for every die expended and undead, fiends and 
shape changers are damaged an equal amount. 
 
College of the Old Lore 

 
Members of the College Of the Old Lore travel the          
length and breadth of the land. They are part soldier,          
part spy, but are primarily historians of Oerth and their          
Flan ancestors/the ancestors of the land. 

 
Old Lore bards study alongside members of the Old         
Faith druids, augmenting their organization and      
learning their magic. Traditionally, the College of the        
Old Lore were restricted to members who could trace         
their ancestry to the Flan chieftains of old. Since the          
end of the occupation of Geoff, the college of Canaith          
has let its entry requirements lax, pressuring other        
colleges to do the same. What matters to the colleges          
and the Old Faith now, is that one’s heart and          
dedication are with the land and those that follow the          
ancient traditions.  
 
Old Lore Training 
When the you join the College of the Old Ways at 3rd            
level, you gain proficiency in the following skills:        
History, Nature, and Stealth. If you are already        
proficient in any of these skills, you can select other          
skills at this time. You also learn the Druidcraft         
cantrip. 
 
College Training Technique 
Each Old Lore college is associated technique that        
you may learn while studying with that college. At 3rd          
level, you learn two techniques of your choice. You         
learn another technique at 6th and 10th level. 
 
Fochlucan. When studying under this college, you       
learn how to make your enchantment spells harder to         
resist. When you cast a spell of the  enchantment         
school, you can expend a Bardic Inspiration die and         
roll the die. You apply this result as a penalty to a            
target's saving throw.  
 
You must make this decision before the result of the          
saving throw is known, If the spell has multiple         
targets, only one creature is affected by the Bardic         
Inspiration roll. 
 
Mac-Fuirmidh.  When studying under this college,      
you learn how to make your evocations more potent.         
When you cast a spell of the evocation school that          
deals psychic or thunder damage, you can expend a         
Bardic inspiration die. Roll the die, and apply the         
result to the damage result. 
 
You must make this decision before the result of the          
saving throw is known, If the spell has multiple         
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targets, only one creature is affected by the Bardic         
Inspiration roll. 
 
Doss.  When studying under this college, you learn        
how to make your illusion spells harder to resist. 
 
When you cast a spell of the illusion school, you can           
expend a Bardic Inspiration die and roll the die. You          
apply this result as a penalty to a target's Wisdom          
saving throw or Intelligence (Investigation) checks      
made to disbelieve an illusion.  
 
You must make this decision before the result of the          
saving throw is known, If the spell has multiple         
targets, only one creature is affected by the Bardic         
Inspiration roll. 
 
Canaith. When studying under this college, you       
learn how to make your healing spells more potent.         
When you cast a healing spell, they may spend a          
Bardic Inspiration die as an Action or bonus action         
and add the result to the total number of hit points           
healed.  
 
Cli.  When studying under this college, you learn how         
to employ the music of creation to transmute your         
allies’ attack. As a reaction, you can roll a Bardic          
Inspiration die when an ally within 30 feet makes a          
weapon attack. Roll the dice and add this result to the           
damage result as acid, cold, fire, lightning or thunder         
damage (your choice). 
 
At 6th level, you can expend up to two Bardic          
Inspiration dice at once. You can expend up to 3          
Bardic Inspiration dice at 9th level, 4 Bardic        
Inspiration dice at 12th level, and 5 Bardic Inspiration         
dice at 15th level. This ability does not allow you to           
spend more than you would ordinarily have.  
 
Anstruth.  When studying under this college, you       
learn how to infuse your lies and half-truths with the          
words of creation. On the surface, your deception and         
innuendo is harder to discern, although this does not         
hold up to strict scrutiny. You can expend a use of a            
bardic inspiration die. Subtract the result from one        
creature's passive insight score for up to 10 minutes .  
 
Mastery of Ollamh 

Upon reaching 14th level, you have mastered your        
craft by studying under all seven colleges of the Old          
Lore. You know all six techniques. 
 
As paramount students of history and tradition,you       
can recall moments from the ancient heroes to help         
you through hard times. Those who fail from history         
are doomed to repeat it. When you would make a          
Wisdom saving throw, you can instead choose to        
make an Intelligence (History) check.  
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Clerical Domains 

Water Domain 
The Water domain draws its strength from the 
elemental plane of water - one of the fundamental 
elements of the universe. The gods of water are 
deities who venerate the nature, and focus on the 
dual aspects of water - its destructive force and its 
ability to cleanse purify and refresh. Clerics who 
worship Beory, Geshtai, Obad-Hai, Osprem, Phyton, 
Procan, Velnius or Xerbo may choose the Water 
domain. 

Water Domain Bonus Spells 
Cleric 
Level Spells 

1st Create/Destroy Water, Fog Cloud 

3rd Misty Step, Lesser Restoration 

5th Water Breathing, Water Walk 

7th Control Water, Conjure Minor 
Elemental 

9th Destructive Wave, Conjure 
Elemental 

Bonus Proficiency 
When you choose this domain at 1st level, you gain 
proficiency with the net, trident and harpoon. 

Born to Water 
Also starting at 1st level, you are always under the 
effect of the Water Breathing spell. 

Channel Divinity: Quench the 
Flames 
Starting at 2nd level, you can use your Channel 
Divinity to extinguish flames and repel or damage 
fiery creatures. 

As an action, you present your holy Symbol and 
evoke the powers of the sea. All natural fires within 30 
feet of you or automatically extinguished. Magical 
fires, such as those created by a continual flame 
spell, are repressed for the next minute. Creatures 
that are immune to fire, such as Fire Elementals and 
Fire Giants, must make a Charisma saving throw 
against your Spell DC. Those that fail are Frightened 
for the next minute and cannot willingly end their turn 
within 30’ of you. 

Channel Divinity: Refreshing 
Draught 
Starting at 2nd level, you can refresh your allies with 
your Channel Divinity. As an action, you can remove 
one level of exhaustion from a target you touch. A 
creature can benefit from this power only once per 
day. 

Ally of the Oceans 
Beginning at 6th level, you can cast Speak with 
Animals and Animal Friendship without using a spell 
slot, but only on beasts that have a swim speed. 

Splash 
At 8th level, your weapon strikes create a holy splash. 
Whenever you hit a creature with a weapon Attack, 
holy water bursts in an area around the target. The 
target any creatures within 5’ of it are splashed with 
holy water that deals 2d6 radiant damage to undead, 
fiends or creatures immune to fire damage. When you 
reach 14th level, the area of the splash expands to 
10’, and the extra damage increases to 4d6. 

Storm Caller 
Starting at 17th level, once per day, as an action you 
can cast Storm of Vengeance without using a spell 
slot. 
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Protection Domain 
The gods of protection are gods of defensive strength, 
an unyielding force that guards against the forces of 
evil. Sometimes the god of protection is a martial 
deity, usually male, who stands as the ideal for 
sentinels and paladins. Other times they are a god of 
community, often female, who embodies the 
community’s cohesiveness and responsibility to 
protect and care for each other. 
 
The Protector entrusts you with the strength and 
endurance to protect the innocent so that you can 
become a beacon of hope in a darkened world. You 
protect the weak from the wicked, and nothing stirs 
your righteous fury so much as witnessing harm 
brought to those your god calls you to protect. The 
most devoted and enlightened followers of the 
Protector are bulwarks of defense in a violent world. 
Many seek to take the fight to the enemy, delving into 
dungeons to root out threats before they can spread. 
On the edge of civilization, the Protector’s clerics 
organize defenses, train local militias, and bring 
justice to a lawless land. 
 
Protection Domain Bonus Spells 

Cleric 
Level Spells 

1st 
Protection from evil and good, 
Sanctuary 

3rd Aid, Warding Bond 

5th Dispel Magic, Protection from 
Energy 

7th Death Ward, Freedom of Movement 

9th Dispel Good and Evil, Raise Dead 

Bonus Proficiency 
 When you choose this domain at 1st level, you gain 
proficiency with heavy armor. 

Holy Guarding 
Also starting at 1st level, when a creature you can see 
attacks a target other than you that is within 5 feet of 
you, you can use your reaction to impose 
disadvantage on the attack roll. You must be wielding 
a shield. 

Channel Divinity: Divine Shelter 
Starting at 2nd level, you can use your Channel 
Divinity to defend one of your allies. When a creature 
within 25 feet of you takes damage, you may use your 
reaction to reduce the damage the creature takes by 
2d8. If you are at least 11th level, reduce the damage 
by 4d8 instead. 
 

Blessing of the Protector 
At 6th level, you can use your Channel Divinity to 
create a 30 foot burst of divine energy centered on 
you that removes the following conditions on all 
creatures within the burst: blinded, charmed, 
deafened, frightened, paralyzed, poisoned and 
stunned. 

Sacred Defense 
At 8th level, you and all allies within 30 feet of you 
gain a +1 bonus to saving throws. When you reach 
level 14, this bonus becomes +2. 

Divine Resistance 
At 17th level, you can use your action to allow you 
and your allies to gain resistance to one damage type 
for one minute. 
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Travel Domain 
The gods of travel encourage their followers to 
experience the vastness of creation for themselves, 
rather than read about it in a book. Clerics with the 
Travel domain are empowered by divine energy to 
overcome any obstacle that might prevent them, and 
their companions, from exploring the unknown, finding 
lost treasures, and experience life to the fullest. 
 

Travel Domain Bonus Spells 
Cleric 
Level Spells 

1st Longstrider, Jump 

3rd Pass Without Trace, Spider Climb 

5th Fly, Water Walk 

7th Dimension Door, Freedom of 
Movement 

9th Teleportation Circle, Tree Stride 

Bonus Proficiency 
When you choose this domain at 1st level, you gain 
proficiency in survival and learn an additional 
language of your choice. 

Well Travelled 
From 1st level, you gain the Natural Explorer ability 
from the Ranger class featured in the PHB on page 
91. You may only choose one of the following terrains: 
coast, desert, forest, grassland or mountain. 

Channel Divinity: Quick Step 
Starting at 2nd level,  you can use your Channel 
Divinity as a bonus action to move at an incredible 
pace. For the next ten minutes, or as long as you 
maintain concentration, your speed increases by 5 

feet and you can use the Dash action as a bonus 
action.  

Unburdened Steps 
Beginning at 6th level, you can prevent a creature 
from being bound or impeded.  As a reaction to you or 
an ally within 30 feet of you becoming subject to one 
of the following conditions by a trap or enemy: 
Grappled Paralyzed or Restrained, you may cast 
Freedom of Movement on him/her without using a 
spell slot, and ignoring the usual range requirement.  
 
You can use this feature a number of times equal to 
your Wisdom modifier (minimum of once). You regain 
all expended uses when you finish a long rest. 

Potent Spellcasting 
Starting at 8th level, you add your Wisdom modifier to 
the damage you deal with any Cleric cantrip you cast.. 

One Step, Many Steps 
Starting at 17th level, you can cast one of the 
following spells without using a spell slot once per 
day: Teleportation Circle, Plane Shift or Etherealness. 
You must have a properly attuned fork to cast Plane 
Shift.  
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Druidic Circles 
 
The Old Faith 
The Circle of the Old Faith is an ancient religion 
harkening back to the very beginnings of humans on 
Oerth. The Old Faith has watched over humanity, 
particularly (but not limited to) the Flan, and been their 
guides and stewards through the old times. Ancient 
peoples looked to the Old Faith as the voice of the 
land itself.  
 
The Old Faith would often be called upon to confirm          
leaders, mediate disputes and help the harvest grow        
and prosper.  
 
Among all things, the circle believes in the balance of          
nature and the natural cycle of the year from Spring,          
Summer, Autumn and Winter. The symbology of the        
number 4 is prevalent throughout the teachings of the         
Old Faith.  

 
The Season of Sowing 
At 2nd level, you gain Expertise in Nature (Int) 
checks, and Persuasion (Cha) checks related to 
social intimacy.  In addition, once per short rest, you 
can plant the seed of magic you channel.  Whenever 
you cast a druid spell that heals or deals damage but 
does not already require Concentration, you can 
choose to Concentrate on that spell for a number of 
rounds equal to your spell attack bonus. The spell 
does not take effect instantly.  Instead, it takes effect 
when you stop concentrating.  For each round you 
maintain concentration, you can add 1d6 to the 
amount you roll. 
 

Circle Spells 
At 3rd, 5th, 7th, and 9th level you gain access to circle 
Spells  connected to the seasons. 
 
Once you gain access to a circle spell, you always 
have it prepared, and it doesn’t count against the 
number of  Spells  you can prepare each day. If you 
gain access to a spell that doesn’t appear on the druid 
spell list, the spell is nonetheless a druid spell for you. 
 

Each circle spell is associated with a season.  If the 
Adventure is not set during a particular season, then 
assume the Oerth season matches the current real 
world season during which you are playing the game. 
 
Spells cast during a season that matches their source 
are at greater effect - creatures have disadvantage of 
saving throws against 
them. Spells cast during 
a season in opposition 
are weaker - creatures 
have advantage on 
saving throws against 
them.  If there is no 
saving throw associated 
with a particular spell, 
its area doubles or 
halves accordingly.  
 
Old Faith Level Circle Spells 
3rd Agnazzar’s Scorcher (FO) Snilloc’s 

Snowball Swarm(DW),  
5th Plant Growth (FO), Erupting Earth (R) 
7th Control Water (S), Ice Storm (DW) 
9th Reincarnate (S), Insect Plague (R) 

 
The Season of Full Oerth 
At 6th level, you become immune to effects of         
exhaustion. In addition you are resistant to fire        
damage. During the season of Full Oerth, spells you         
cast that deal fire damage do 1 additional point of          
damage per die. 
 

The Season of Reaping 
At 10th level, you can call upon the spirit of Samhain           
to bring forth a  Fomorian to accept your sacrifice. The          
Fomorian will arrive through a gateway to the Feywild         
and will fight on your behalf for one minute, at which           
time it returns to whence it came. It rolls its own           
initiative and will not attack you or your allies unless          
you direct it to do so, but it is otherwise controlled by            
the Dungeon Master. You can use this power once         
per long rest.  
 

The Season of Deep Winter 
At 14th level, you become immune to the effects of          
hunger and starvation. In addition you are resistant to         
cold damage. During the season of Deep Winter,        
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spells you cast that deal cold damage do 1 additional          
point of damage per die. 
 
Arcane Traditions 
 
Sea Magic 
 
Not a school in the traditional sense, Sea 
Wizards(often referred to as Sea Mages) are wizards 
with more practical training.  Instead of learning their 
magic behind a book in a dusty tower, Sea Wizards 
are merchants, sailors and pirates who have taken to 
the high seas to hone their craft.  You may summon a 
wind gust to help guide the ship along or foretell a 
coming storm.  
 

Charm of the Sea 
The first thing a Sea Wizard learns is to create a small 
charm to help him survive and thrive on the high seas. 
The charm can be any small worn or carried item 
such as a piece of driftwood or an idol.  The charm 
grants one ability at level 2 and an additional ability at 
6, 10 and 14.  You may change your selection after a 
long rest. The charm bestows its protections on 
anyone wearing it, but loses its potency at the end of 
long rest if it is not restored by the Sea Wizard.  
 

- Water breathing. 
 

- Swim Speed of 30 and double normal sight 
under water 

 
-  The ability to communicate with marine 

based animals using simple gestures and 
sounds  

 
- Advantage on Acrobatic Checks 

 

Additional Familiars 
You may select the following additional animals as 
familiars: 
 
Parrot 
https://www.dmsguild.com/product/176671/The-Bestia
ry?filters=0_0_0_45359_45462_0  
 
Monkey  
https://www.dmsguild.com/product/176671/The-Bestia
ry?filters=0_0_0_45359_45462_0 
 
Crab 
 
Albatross 
https://www.5esrd.com/gamemastering/monsters-foes

/monsters-by-type/beasts/bird/bird-albatross/  
 

The Wind at Your Back 
At 6th level you may use your Intelligence modifier 
instead of your dexterity modifier for Dexterity saving 
throws.  In addition, when you cast the spell Gust of 
Wind change the duration to Concentration (up to 1 
hour).  
 

Evasion 
Beginning at 10th level, you can nimbly dodge out of 
the way of certain area effects, such as a red dragon’s 
fiery breath or an ice storm spell. When you are 
subjected to an effect that allows you to make a 
Dexterity saving throw to take only half damage, you 
instead take no damage if you succeed on the saving 
throw, and only half damage if you fail. 
 

Man Overboard 
At 14th level you may as an action summon force 
bubbles around a number of visible, willing creatures 
other than yourself equal to your proficiency modifier. 
Each force bubble has 50 hps, an AC of 8 and 
contains 1 hour of breathable air.  This effect lasts for 
Concentration/1 hour and may not be used again until 
a long rest is completed.  It acts similar to the spell 
Otiluke's Resilient Sphere with the above exceptions. 
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Paladins Oaths 

These specialty paladin options have one special       
limitation: the path of a speciality paladin is a narrow          
one - any such character that takes a level in a class            
other than paladin immediately becomes an Oath       
Breaker per the rules in the Dungeon Master's Guide.         
This can only be resolved through the Atonement        
ritual as described in the Ceremony spell in        
Xanathar’s Guide to Everything. To request a special        
mission of atonement, contact the Greyhawk Reborn       
administrative team. 
 
Divine Prankster of Garl Glittergold 
The Divine Pranksters of Garl Glittergold are not your 
normal righteous and stoic warriors of faith.  As 
champions of the "Forgotten Folk", they seek to 
brighten the gloomiest moments with a quip or well 
placed prank.  When threatened with violence they 
remain vigilant, protecting the weak and seeking out 
hostile races, especially the kobolds.  Divine 
Pranksters are respected leaders among the gnomes 
but are rarely taken seriously by the taller races which 
soon find themselves the butt of the joke.  They 
generally don flashy outfits and tend to wear medium 
armor often painted in bright colors.  They tend to 
wear their holy symbol (a gold nugget) around their 
neck as opposed to on their shield but either way is 
accepted. 
 
Tenets of Garl Glittergold 
Make your community a brighter place in thought, 
word and deed. 
 
If you take yourself too seriously no one else will. 
 
Defend the weak, defend the innocent, defend your 
home. 
 
A community is more than the sum of its parts and we 
are the force that binds it together. 
 
A prank is harmless unless it's meant to cause harm. 
 
Oath Spells 
You gain oath spells at the paladin levels listed. 
Divine Prankster Spells 

Class 
Level 

Spells 

3rd Tasha's Hideous Laughter, Silent Image 

5th Invisibility, Mirror Image 

9th Major Image, Hypnotic Pattern 

13th Greater Invisibility, Confusion 

17th Mislead, Animate Objects 

 
Channel Divinity 
When you take this oath at 3rd level you gain the 
following two Channel Divinity options. 
 
      Taunt.   As an action you may target any number of 
creatures who can see or hear you equal to your 
Charisma modifier.  Those creatures you target must 
make a Wisdom saving throw.  If they fail, for the next 
minute they must use their action on their turn to 
attack ONLY you.  Enemies can still use their move 
and bonus action (if any) freely.  If they are not able to 
attack then their action is wasted as they jump up and 
down and cursing your name. They may repeat this 
saving throw at the end of each of their turns to end 
the effect.  This is a charm effect. 
 
 
      Divine Glamour -As an action, you can call upon 
Garl Glittergold to aid you in the deception of your 
enemies.  For the next 5 minutes, the targets of your 
illusion spells have disadvantage on saving throws or 
skill checks made to overcome the effects of the spell.  
 
Aura of the Prankster 
At level 7 when an enemy is within your aura attacks 
an ally you may as a reaction, give disadvantage to 
that enemy's attack and all further attacks that turn. 
The aura increases to 30’ at 18th level. 
 
Improved Aura of the Prankster 
At level 15 as a reaction you, you may grant 
disadvantage to an enemy's saving throw if that 
enemy is within your aura.  
 
Epic Prank 
At 20th level you gain Tasha's Hideous Laughter as 
an at will ability and may cast it as a 1st level spell 
and as a bonus action.  This ability is bypasses 
magical resistance.  

 
Valiant of Mayaheine 
The last two decades have been good to the order          
since the arrival of their patroness in the Flanaess         
during the Greyhawk Wars. Once a mortal paladin of         
Pelor herself, the faithful of Mayaheine emerged for        
the most part from within the ranks of existing         
Pelorian knighthoods, Many women who were      
considered too weak to serve by this orders found the          
Order of the Valiant welcoming them with open arms. 
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Worshippers of the Shield Maiden tend to have a         
martial attitude, but are known for their unending        
optimism. The Valiant of the Shield Maiden tend to         
prefer bladed weapons, particularly the bastard      
sword. They always carry shields. 

Tenets of Mayaheine 
The vows of the Shield Maiden focus on protection         
and individual dignity. 

Valor is Proven Not Inborn. Do not judge others         
by their gender, but the valor of their hearts. 

Shield the Innocent Always protects the good, the        
downtrodden and the innocent. 

Integrity is our Greatest Defense Protect your       
honor and honesty for they are the greatest defenses         
we have against the wicked. 

Oath Spells 
You gain oath spells at the paladin levels listed. 

Valiant Spells 
Class 
Level Spells 

3rd Healing Word, Hellish Rebuke 

5th Hold Person, Warding Bond 

9th Beacon of Hope, Protection from Energy 

13th Fire Shield, Guardian of Faith 

17th Hallow, Hold Monster 

 
Channel Divinity 
When you take this oath at 3rd level, you gain the           
following two Channel Divinity options: 
 

Shield Maiden’s Grace. As a reaction, when you        
are hit with an attack, you can add your Charisma          
modifier to your armor class until the end of your next           
turn. If this bonus would cause the attack to miss, you           
take no damage from the attack. 

Shield of the Innocent. As an action, you can         
invoke the divine calling of Mayaheine to help you         
shield the fallen. For the next minute, you can use          
your reaction whenever a non-evil creature who is        
adjacent to you is targeted by an attack or about to be            
caught in the area of harmful spell effect. You may          
swap places with that creature. It takes no damage         
from an area spell, and any attack that would have          
resolved against the creature instead resolves against       
you. If the creature you are shielding was        
unconscious, you have advantage on your saving       
throw against the spells you defend the fallen from         
and any such attacks are made with disadvantage. 

Aura of Grace 

Beginning at 7th level, you can extend the benefit         
from your Shield Maiden’s Grace to any ally within 10          
feet of you instead of yourself. At 18th level, the range           
of this aura increases to 30 feet. 

Heal the Weak 
Starting at 15th level whenever you restore hit points         
to a creature, you heal double the normal amount if          
that creature has a level or challenge rating lower         
than yours. 

Bulwark Against Evil 
At 20th level, as an action, you can take up a           
defensive stance to protect others from the onslaught        
of evil. For 1 minute, any hostile creature that can see           
you must make a Charisma saving throw against your         
Spell DC whenever it tries to target a creature other          
than you with an attack or cast a harmful spell that           
does not include you in its area of effect. If it fails the             
saving throw, its attacks must target you and it must          
change the direction of its spell such that you are          
caught in its area of effect. Once you use this feature,           
you can’t use it again until you finish a long rest. 

White Paladins of Murlynd 

The White Paladins of Murlynd are the most esoteric         
holy warriors in all of the Flanaess, a narrow sect,          
existing outside of the standard traditions of       
Heironeous. They have an unquenchable curiosity for       
all things otherworldly and mechanical, and seek to        
use technology to aid the struggle against evil. They         
are nonconformists and trailblazers with a strong will,        
but also an equally strong sense of honor and justice. 

They usually wear a hodge-podge of strange       
self-crafted armor and clothing: foreign hats, odd       
breastplates, or shirts of chain in combination with        
leather breaches or pantaloons are common. All of        
the White Paladins incorporate the six-pointed star of        
Murlynd into their raiment. The most jealously       
guarded inventions of the White Paladins are called        
firebrands, remarkable (some think magical) devices      
that can fire small metallic balls with sufficient force to          
pierce flesh and penetrate hide at great distances. 

Tenets of Murlynd 
Trail wisdom of the ranchers is typical among the         
White Paladins. 

Clarity.  Talk slowly, think quickly. 
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One Eye on the Future. Tomorrow is the most         
important thing in life. It's perfect when it arrives and it           
puts itself in our hands. It hopes we've learnt         
something from yesterday. 

Listen Before You Talk. Generally, you ain't       
learnin' nothing when your mouth's a-jawin'. 

Action Speaks Louder Than Words. Tellin' a man        
to git lost and makin' him do it are two entirely           
different propositions. 

Oath Spells 
You gain oath spells at the paladin levels listed. 

White Paladin Spells 
Class 
Level Spells 

3rd Magic Missile, Shield 

5th Shatter, Heat Metal 

9th Dispel Magic, Counterspell 

13th Otiluke’s Resilient Sphere, Leomund’s    
Secret Chest 

17th Animate Objects, Contact Other Plane 

Channel Divinity 
When you take this oath at 3rd level, you gain the           
following two Channel Divinity options: 

Arcane Insight. As an action, you can activate any         
spell scroll you possess, even if that spell does not          
appear on your spell list or is of a higher level than            
you normally can cast. No Intelligence (Arcana) check        
is required. 

Piecemeal Patchwork. As a bonus action you       
may activate the features of any additional piece of         
worn equipment you possess, those features lasting       
for 10 minutes. This is an exception to the general          
rule that in order to operate, items that are intended to           
be worn as pairs must be worn together, and that you           
can only benefit from one item of particular kind at a           
time. For example, you could not normally benefit        
from both a Cloak of Protection and a Cloak of          
Elvenkind, or one Boot of Speed and one Boot of          
Springing and Striding. However, Murlynd’s followers      
are known for piecing together individual parts to        
make a new whole. As a result, the paladin may          
benefit from wearing one boot from a set of Boots of           
Springing and Striding, and then use this feature to         
activate the powers from a one Boot of Speed. 

Replacement Fighting Style 
At third level, whatever fighting style you chose at 2nd          
level is lost and replaced with: 

Archery. You gain a +2 bonus to attack rolls you          
make with ranged weapons. In addition, any paladin        
spells or features that normally can be used with         
melee weapon attacks, can now only be used with         
ranged attacks. 

The Secret of the Firebrand 
Starting at 7th level, you may purchase any of the          
Firearms listed in the Renaissance Item table (see        
pages 267-268 of the Dungeon Master’s Guide), and        
you are considered proficient in their use. Any feat,         
spell or class feature that applies to use of other          
ranged weapons can be applied to the use of firearms          
you possess. 

Reverse Engineering 
Beginning at 15th level, you have learned to unlock         
the formulae of magic items in your possession. For         
one-half of the cost shown under Crafting Magic Items         
on page 129 of the Dungeon Master’s Guide, you         
may transfer any magical enchantment from one item        
to another. The time it takes to transfer a magical          
enchantment is as follows: Common: 2 days,       
Uncommon: 10 days, Rare: 50 days, Very Rare: 150         
days, Legendary: 365 days. There are no additional        
lifestyle costs due while magic is being transferred. 

Last Man Standing 
At 20th level, when all of your allies have died or been            
knocked unconscious in a battle against a major foe         
(DM’s discretion), you remain upright even after       
having been dealt mortal wounds. You do not fall         
unconscious at 0 hit points and do not die until you           
reach negative your hit point maximum or until your         
foe is defeated (whichever comes first.) While below 0         
hit points, you cannot take reactions – the will of          
Murlynd is slow but implacable. You continue to make         
death saving throws as normal and if you fail three          
such saving throws, normal healing magic will not        
work on you – you are considered “dead” for         
purposes of such spells and can only be restored by          
magic that would return the dead to life. Once you use           
this feature, you can’t use it again until you have          
completed a long rest. 

Crusaders of Pelor 
Pelorian paladins tend to be altruists and selfless        
crusaders, always willing to make great sacrifices to        
save the helpless. Paladins of Pelor are sworn foes of          
the undead, whose presence their religion finds       
anathema to all living things. 

They always honor the Sun God with a gold orb          
holy symbol worn somewhere on their person, usually        
emblazoned on chest-plates or shields. All paladins of        
Pelor wear a so- emblazoned inky black cloak on         
formal occasions or when engaging in a planned        
battle with the forces of darkness (such as a war).          
When so garbed, the Pelorians blend into the        
darkness, looking like floating suns charging into       
battle. 

Tenets of Pelor 
Pelor's tenets are focused on the warmth of the sun. 
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Find the Light in Others In the deepest darkness,         
even the smallest light shines true. Anyone can be a          
hero if they are but given the chance. 

Be a Beacon.  Never back down before the forces         
of darkness and decay, the sun is always there even if           
you can’t see it. 

Give Freely.  Seek not power for your own sake:         
the sun doesn’t keep it’s warmth for itself but gives          
freely with all that it is. 

Oath Spells 
You gain oath spells at the paladin levels listed. 

Crusader Spells 
Class Level Spells 

3rd Guiding Bolt, Healing Word 

5th Enhance Ability, Prayer of Healing 

9th Beacon of Hope, Mass Healing Word 

13th Divination, Wall of Fire 

17th Flame Strike, Mass Cure Wounds 

Channel Divinity 
When you take this oath at 3rd level, you gain the           
following two Channel Divinity options: 

Disrupt Undead. As a bonus action, when you hit         
an undead creature with a weapon attack, you may         
disrupt its negative energy by channeling divine       
power into your assault. If, after you resolve the         
damage from your attack, the target has 25 hit points          
or fewer, it must make a Wisdom saving against your          
spell DC or be destroyed. On a successful save, the          
creature becomes frightened of you until the end of         
your next turn. 

Reveal the Hidden. As a bonus action, you emit a          
sudden burst of tangible light. All obscurement,       
natural and magical, is instantly negated in a 30 foot          
radius centered on you. Spells that create       
obscurement are immediately dispelled, and     
creatures that were hidden are suddenly evident until        
they hide again. The area remains brightly lit for one          
minute. 

The Sun Shines of Us All 
Beginning at 7th level, you and all allies within 10' feet           
of you can see normally natural darkness to a range          
of 60'. In addition, creatures vulnerable to radiant        
damage take radiant damage equal to your Charisma        
modifier whenever they attack you or a creature in         
your aura. At 18th level, the range of this aura          
increases to 30 feet. 

Scalding Faith of the Sun 
Starting at 15th level, any time you deal radiant         
damage to an undead creature, it is treated as being          
vulnerable to that damage. If the target is already         
vulnerable to radiant damage, it takes triple damage        

instead of double from your radiant attacks. Your        
attacks ignore radiant immunity. 

Let the Light Guide Your Path 
At 20th level, as an action, you can allow the light of            
Pelor to guide your actions. For 1 minute, your eyes          
are replaced by glowing motes of pure sunlight. You         
have advantage on all attacks against fiends or        
undead and you have truesight out to the range of          
your normal vision. Once you use this feature, you         
can’t use it again until you finish a long rest. 

Heralds of Rao 
Paladins of Rao place their faith in the concepts of          
peace and reason. Many believe that his adherents        
would rather die than lift a sword in anger, preferring          
to outwit or outmaneuver their foes by guile or magic.          
Although few in number, Raoan paladins are       
exceedingly formidable individuals chosen for both      
their martial abilities and their keen wisdom and        
intellect. They are excellent negotiators, diplomats, as       
well as nuanced tacticians and field commanders. 

While the image of the "man with the swordless         
scabbard" pervades their legends, Heralds of Rao are        
no fools to wander the wilds unarmed: they generally         
wear chainmail or leather armor and wield light,        
single-handed weapons such as shortswords and      
maces. They rarely wear helms and almost never        
carry shields. Serene, patrician figures, most possess       
spotless manners and erudition. Rao's symbol, the       
white mask of serenity, is embroidered over their        
chests. 

Tenets of Rao 
Rao's oaths focus on inner serenity and outward        
peace. 

Where Diplomacy Ends, Force Begins. The god       
of reason knows well that peace is rarely bought         
cheaply, but that it must often be won at the point of a             
sword and enforced through strength of arms. When        
conditions make discourse impossible, do not hesitate       
to use force to keep the peace. 

Know Your Enemy.  Learning their every vice and        
weakness, and use your knowledge to quell tumult        
and violence. 

Calm is the Father of Wisdom.  Make decisions        
not from a fiery heart, but from a tranquil and          
detached place, free from emotional confusion. 

Oath Spells 
You gain oath spells at the paladin levels listed. 

Herald Spells 
Class 
Level Spells 

3rd Charm Person, Comprehend Languages 

5th Augury, Calm Emotions 
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9th Clairvoyance, Sending 

13th Divination, Mordenkainen’s Private   
Sanctum 

17th Legend Lore, Scrying 

Channel Divinity 
When you take this oath at 3rd level, you gain the           
following two Channel Divinity options: 

Calm the Many. So long as you are not wearing          
heavy armor and do not have a weapon drawn, as an           
action, you can use the teachings of Rao to defuse a           
dangerous situation. Any creatures within 30’ feet of        
you must make a Charisma saving throw, with a         
difficulty equal to 8+ the better of your Charisma         
(Persuasion) or Wisdom (Religion), or have their       
attitude towards you and your allies improved by one         
(hostile creatures become indifferent, indifferent     
creatures become friendly). This effect lasts for one        
minute, or until any of the targets are attacked,         
whichever comes first. 

Knowledge is Power.  As a bonus action, the        
paladin opens himself to the vast stores of knowledge         
of his patron. As a result, he gains insight into the           
inner workings of his foes. He instantly knows the         
alignment, maximum hit point total, armor class,       
saving throws, resistances, weaknesses and     
immunities of one target creature. 

Aura of Calm 
Beginning at 7th level, you emit an aura of wisdom,          
inner calm and sagacity. Once per turn, you or any          
ally within 10’ of you may draw upon your confidence          
to gain a bonus to any one d20 roll, equal to your            
Wisdom modifier. This does not cost any actions and         
may be declared after you know the die roll. At 18th           
level, the range of this aura increases to 30 feet. 

Blessing of Serenity 
Starting at 15th level, you may add your Wisdom         
modifier to your saving throw DC, spell attack        
modifier, and Aura of Protection, in addition to your         
Charisma modifier. 

Gift of Foresight 
At 20th level, you may cast Foresight without using a          
spell-slot or any components. Once you use this        
feature, you can’t use it again until you finish a long           
rest. 

Votaries of Saint Cuthbert 
Paladins of St. Cuthbert are forthright and deliberate        
warriors who seek to apply the common sense and         
truth embodied in their god's teachings while       
combating those who would deceive the good or        
injure the unenlightened. They emphasize practicality      
over honor or pride. Once a decision has been made,          

the Votary takes swift and efficient action. Votaries        
focus on living a lawful and orderly life, and place little           
value on wealth or titles: only forthrightness and        
perspicuity gain their admiration. 

St. Cuthbert's paladins tend to be dour, sober folk,         
favoring drab clothing and heavy, practical armor with        
no filigree. The often-repaired (seldom replaced)      
armor frequently shows signs of battle, including       
dings and dents. Cuthbertines tend to have long facial         
hair and a common man's taste for smoke and         
fermented drinks. They wear no other particular       
symbols and do not to tend to offer other obvious          
displays of their association. 

Tenets of Saint Cuthbert 
Votaries oaths assure they will stand side-by-side with        
the people they hold dear. 

Protect the Rights of Common Men.  Protect the        
common folk from those who would use power and         
wealth to deny them the fruits of their labor. 

Don't Waste Effort. If you beat your head against         
the wall it is your head which breaks and not the wall;            
don’t waste your efforts where they are of no value. 

Be an Example of Faithfulness. Teach others       
through your actions, not your words. 

Resist the False. Fight against the forces of        
disorder and confusion that distract men’s minds and        
distort the truth. 

Oath Spells 
You gain oath spells at the paladin levels listed. 

Votary Spells 
Class 
Level Spells 

3rd Goodberry, Shillelagh 

5th Shatter, Spiritual Weapon 

9th Protection from Energy, Glyph of Warding 

13th Fabricate, Stone Shape 

17th Creation, Wall of Stone 

Channel Divinity 
When you take this oath at 3rd level, you gain the           
following two Channel Divinity options: 

Practical Wisdom. As a bonus action, you may        
grant a bonus equal to your Wisdom modifier to any          
untrained skill check or saving throw made by you or          
any friendly creature who can see and hear you. 

Simple Faith. As an action, you can dispel any         
mind controlling effects in place on all creatures within         
30’ of you. To successfully dispel an effect, make a          
spell attack against the saving throw DC of the caster.          
If the target under the mind controlling effect is a good           
aligned humanoid who is not considered nobility, you        
get advantage on this roll. 

Cuthberts' Cause 
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Starting at 7th level, all spells or features that you          
have which normally only work on evil, fiendish or         
celestial creatures also work on chaotic creatures as        
well. This includes the extra 1d8 damage that you         
deal with Divine Smite. In addition, you and allies         
within 10' of you gain resistance to spells and magical          
effects created by chaotic creatures. At 18th level, the         
range of this aura increases to 30 feet. 

Humble Heart 
Starting at 15th level you are immune to charm and          
compulsion effects. 

The Cudgel 
At 20th level, you are the embodiment of St.         
Cuthbert’s holy mission to thwart the machinations of        
Iuz the Evil One. You are instantly aware of the          
presence of any worshippers of Iuz within 100 feet,         
and cannot be surprised by them. In addition, all         
attacks you make against worshippers of Iuz are        
made with advantage, all saving throws they make        
against your spells are at disadvantage, all saving        
throws you make against their spells are at        
advantage, and all attacks they make against you are         
at disadvantage. You ignore all of their resistances        
and immunities. 

The Exalted Ones of Al Akbar 
The exotic golden-skinned paladins of Al'Akbar are       
common in the Baklunish northwest. These holy       
warriors arose in the aftermath of the Invoked        
Devastation. It is said that a being bathed in sunlight,          
known as Al'Asran, granted the legendary cup and        
talisman to the prophet Al'Akbar so that he might lead          
his people from suffering and return them to the true          
path. In line with this charge, Paladins of Al’ Akbar act           
as guardians of both their people and the traditions of          
the Baklunish empire of old. The symbol of Al’Akbar is          
the Cup and Talisman. 

Although they once quested to find the Cup and         
Talisman, in 598 CY these artifacts were destroyed,        
allowing the factions to unite without warring for their         
possession. Now, paladins of Al'Akbar view the       
artifacts as symbols, and they seek to find the Cup          
and Talisman within themselves. 

Tenets 
The tenets of Al'Akbar focus on the traditions of the          
Baklunish empire. 

Be Humble in Your Ways. What greatness you        
possess was a gift poured into you by prophet, the          
glory is his, not yours. 

Be a Vessel of Kindness. The kindness you give         
will be a fountain that fills the cups of the many. 

Be Pure in Your Body. Never imbibe alcohol or         
drugs: impurity of the body leads to impurity of the          
spirit. 

Be Obedient. Trust the experience and wisdom of        
your elders and defer to their guidance. You are the          
embodiment of the grand traditions of your people. 

Channel Divinity 
When you take this oath at 3rd level, you gain the           
following two Channel Divinity options. 

The Cup. As an action, you can restore hit points,          
remove diseases and poisons from all allies who can         
see or hear you, by spending a commensurate        
number of points from your Lay on Hands class         
feature. 

The Talisman. For the next minute, when any ally         
who can see you take damage, he/she can spend         
his/her reaction to reduce that damage by half. You         
take psychic damage in an equal amount. Activating        
this feature is a bonus action. 

Oath Spells 
You gain oath Spells at the paladin levels listed. 

Exalted One Spells 
Class 
Level Spells 

3rd Bless, Comprehend Languages 

5th Protection from Poison, Warding Bond 

9th Create Food and Water, Crusaders     
Mantle 

13th Death Ward, Guardian of Faith 

17th Dispel Evil, Legend Lore 

Aura of Tradition 
Starting at 7th level, you and friendly creatures within         
10 feet of you can choose to roll a History          
(Intelligence) check in place of any Wisdom saving        
throw. At 18th level, the range of this aura increases          
to 30 feet. 

True Faith 
Beginning at 15th level, you have advantage against        
spells and effects generated by worshippers of any        
god other than Al Akbar. 

True Sacrifice 
At 20th level, you can give of your life to end a threat             
to those you protect. As a reaction, you and every          
enemy within 20’ feet of you take damage equal to          
your hit point total. This damage cannot be reduced in          
any way. Allies within that radius heal an equal         
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number of hit points. This power can be used once          
per long rest. 

Azor Alqs Sons/Daughters of Light 
Solitary figures who wander the face of Oerth, the         
sons and daughters of light are dedicated to        
completing their own heroic life quests, culminating       
with the ascension of the mythical Pinnacles of Azor         
Alq hidden in the fog-shrouded Dramidj Ocean. Atop        
those peaks, it is said the greatest of his followers, the           
Thousand Immortals sleep and guard the path the        
heavens until they one day will awaked to aid the          
world in its hour of greatest need. 

Perpetually struggling for enlightenment, Azor Alq’s      
children protect all those who walk in the light from          
the great darkness. In the tradition of Azor Alq         
himself, who once bore the legendary demon slaying        
blade Faruk, children of the light keep only one blade          
at any given time and treat the most powerful of these           
with reverence. 

Tenets 
The tenets of Sons and Daughters of Light focus on          
elements of light and transcendence. 

Be true in deed and thought. Good deeds and         
thoughts are the kindling for the flame of truth. 

Fear not the darkness. The light of courage shall         
give you the strength to overcome the shadow. 

Never withdraw your aid once promised. So       
long as those you assist serve the light, you may not           
cry off your duty even unto death. 

Look always inward. The greatest foes we face        
are those that dwell within our own hearts. 

Channel Divinity 
When you take this oath at 3rd level, you gain the           
following two Channel Divinity options. 

Purification. As an action, you can make a spell         
attack to end each magical effect within a 20’ radius of           
you. Make a single roll and compare your result to the           
level of each such effect. If your roll exceeds 10+ the           
level of the effect, it is dispelled. 

The Horselords’ Call. As an action, you call your         
allies to action. For the next minute, if mounted, you          
and your allies can each use a bonus action to move           
up to the mounts speed towards an enemy and make          
a single weapon attack against it. 

Oath Spells 
Son/Daughter of Light Spells 
Class Level Spell 

3rd Longstrider, Purify Food and Drink 

5th Find Steed, Magic Weapon 

9th Daylight, Dispel Magic 

13th Aura of Purity, Banishment 

17th Banishing Smite, Contact Other Plane 

Aura of Legends 
Starting at 7th level, so long as you are conscious,          
enemies within 10’ of you cannot benefit from        
legendary saving throws and cannot take legendary       
actions. At 18th level, the range of this aura increases          
to 30 feet. 

Sunsteed 
Starting at 15th level, when you use the Find Steed          
spell, you can summon a good aligned exotic mount,         
such as Pegasus, Unicorn (female PC’s only), or        
Young Metallic Dragon. The challenge rating of this        
mount cannot exceed your paladin level divided by 2.         
Unlike a typical mount summoned with Find Steed        
spell, your Sunsteed is fully real (not a spirit), dies          
when reduced to 0 hit points and cannot be dismissed          
either temporarily or permanently. If your Sunsteed       
dies, you must wait a full year to summon a new one. 

Thousand Immortals. 
At 20th level, during a time of great peril, you can call            
upon the spirits of the greatest servants of Azor Alq to           
come to your aid. When facing an evil aligned         
creature with legendary actions, if you are reduced to         
0 or fewer hit points, you can use your reaction to           
summon the Thousand Immortals, of whom you are        
now a member. These spiritual warriors aid you and         
your allies in your last moments: all attack rolls,         
saving throws and skill checks your allies make are         
with advantage and all of your enemies attack rolls         
are made with disadvantage until the end of the         
battle. If you use this feature, you cannot be the target           
of any healing spells or effects, nor can you be the           
target of Revivify or Raise Dead. Once activated, this         
feature cannot be used again. 

Glory Axes of Heironeous 
Heironeans count more paladins among their faithful       
than any other religion in the Flanaess. The Invincible         
One's paladins are lawful and good in the truest         
meaning of the words, balancing their desire for order         
with a sense of justice and common weal. 

Heironeans believe in both public and private       
honor, and glory in the great deeds of the heroes of           
the past. They are particularly fond of grand heraldic         
devices and can commonly be found amongst most        
knightly orders in the realm. 

Tenets 
The tenets of the Glory Axes of Heironeous reflect         
traditional medieval notions of honor and courtly love. 

Duty to the People. This duty stresses courage,        
justice, mercy, valor, protection of the weak, and        
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faithfulness to church superiors of officer of righteous        
law. 

Duty to the Arch-paladin. This duty stresses       
obedience to Heironeous himself, devotion to the       
church, generosity, championing good against evil,      
putting the needs of the church and the faith above          
those of mortals. 

Duty to a Lady. This duty pertains to the concept          
of courtly love, devotion to one's beloved, and respect         
toward all women in general. 

Channel Divinity 
When you take this oath at 3rd level, you gain the           
following two Channel Divinity options. 

Brotherly Rivals. For the next minute, any attacks        
you make against worshippers of Hextor ignore any        
immunities or resistances the target has, are made        
with twice your proficiency modifier to attack, and deal         
damage as if the weapon you wielded was one size          
category greater. Using this ability is a bonus action. 

Shock the Conscience. Any evil creature that can        
see or hear you must make a saving throw against          
your spell DC. On a failure that creature is surrounded          
by holy lightning that punishes his/her misdeeds. For        
the next minute, it takes 1d6 lightning damage every         
time it attacks you or your allies. Using this ability is a            
bonus action. 

Oath Spells 
Spells of the Glory Axe 
Class Level Spell 

3rd Heroism, Thunderous Smite 

5th Lesser Restoration, Shatter 

9th Elemental Weapon, Lightning Bolt 

15th Storm Sphere, Elemental Bane 

17th Hallow, Circle of Power 

Aura of Loyalty 
Starting at 7th level, whenever you or an ally within          
10’ of you is subjected to a spell effect that would           
charm, enchant or otherwise control his/her actions,       
that person can use his/her reaction to deal        
1d10+your Charisma modifier in psychic damage to       
the creature generating the effect. If you or the ally in           
question should fail your saving throw against any        
such effect, he/she can make a new saving throw         
against the effect at the beginning of each of his/her          
turns. At 18th level, the range of this aura increases to           
30 feet. 

Lightning Strike 
Starting at 15th level, whenever you hit an evil target          
with a weapon attack, you can deal half as much          

lightning damage to a second target within 30’. The         
secondary target can reduce this damage by half        
again with a successful Dexterity Saving Throw       
against your spell DC. 

For Glory 
At 20th level, when facing a creature whose challenge         
rating is more than two higher than your level, you          
have resistance to all damage dealt by such        
creatures. In addition, your weapon attacks against       
such creatures can score critical hits on a natural role          
of 18 or above. 

Hextor's Fists of Discord 
Hextor has long invested rare holy warriors in his         
service with powers above that of common men,        
transforming them into warriors widely reviled by other        
paladins. These Fists of Discord serve the god of hate          
in his rivalry with his half-brother, Heironeous. One        
result of this rivalry is that Fists of Discord never use           
axes of any kind. They believe that laws must be          
devised to ensure that only those who are best fit to           
rule should do so, weeding out the weak from the          
strong. Force of arms is the only true solution to any           
conflict and must be applied immediately and       
ruthlessly. Those who do not submit to this order must          
be defeated. 

Although they greatly esteem the defeat of their        
enemies in body, it is far more satisfying to the Fists of            
Discord to have their enemies openly admit such        
defeat, and so they will adhere to rules of honor in           
combat to prove that it was not trickery but the          
strength of the chosen that gave them victory. 

Tenets 
Hextor's dark warriors honor a somewhat distorted       
(though deeply held) code of honor that parallels that         
of the paladins of Heironeous. 

Duty to the Truth. Gallantry and courtly manners        
are shams and must be proven so. 

Duty to the Strong. The weak must be culled so          
that the strong can prosper, and the strong must         
always be tested lest they grow complacent. 

Duty to Yourself Your highest duty is to your own          
desire. To show charity is to indulge weakness. 

Channel Divinity 
When you take this oath at 3rd level, you gain the           
following two Channel Divinity options. 

Brotherly Rivals. For the next minute, any attacks        
you make against worshippers of Heironeous ignore       
any immunities or resistances the target has, are        
made with twice your proficiency modifier to hit, and         
deal damage as if the weapon you wielded was one          
size category greater. Using this ability is a bonus         
action. 

Frenzy of Anger. For the next minute, when an         
ally damages another creature with an attack you may         
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use your reaction to make a melee attack against that          
creature. Using this ability is a bonus action. 

Oath Spells 
Fist of Discord Spells 
Class Level Spell 

3rd Command, Bane 

5th Blindness/Deafness, Branding Smite 

9th Fear, Bestow Curse 

13th Confusion, Blight 

17th Dominate Person, Circle of Power 

Aura of Intimidation 
Starting at 7th level, you and allies within 10’ gain          
advantage on Charisma (Intimidate) checks. In      
addition, enemies within 10’ of you are at        
disadvantage on rolls made to resist intimidating or        
fear related effects. At 18th level, the range of this          
aura increases to 30 feet. 

Endless Hate 
Starting at 15th level, you are immune to exhaustion         
as well as any effects that calm or otherwise improve          
your disposition towards others. 

For Conquest 
At 20th level, when facing a creature whose challenge         
rating is more than two lower than your level, you          
have resistance to all damage dealt by such        
creatures. In addition, your weapon attacks against       
such creatures can score critical hits on a natural role          
of 18 or above. 

Pholtan Inquisitors 
Unswerving and righteous guardians of the law,       
Pholtan Inquisitors consider morality subordinate to      
the undying light of the One True Way. Demon and          
witch hunters by trade, Inquisitors believe that mercy        
can be weakness, and that doubt is the first nail in the            
coffin of failure. They possess unparalleled zeal,       
mixing nationalistic fervor with their conviction of the        
perfection of the One True Way. 

Pholtans acknowledge no lasting allies among      
other faiths, but harbor many enemies- An especially        
strong rivalry with the faith of St. Cuthbert has         
festered for centuries, as both religions appeal to the         
same sorts of faithful. 

Tenets 
Inquisitors hold to tenets that place order above all         
things. 

Shine the Light in All Corners. Chaos, darkness,        
and evil (in that order) must be routed out and          
destroyed, no matter the cost. 

Be Without Doubt Act with complete conviction in        
all things. He who hesitates is lost. 

Let Mercy Not Stay You Hand Mercy is an affront          
to the aggrieved for whom justice is not served as well           
as a lever that the evil use to manipulate the hearts of            
the weak. 

Channel Divinity 
When you take this oath at 3rd level, you gain the           
following two Channel Divinity options. 

Force Shapechange. As an action, you can force        
any creatures with the shapechanger subtype that       
can see or hear you to make a Charisma saving throw           
versus your spell DC. If a creature fails, you can          
choose to make it immediately use its shapechanging        
feature however you wish. In addition, those creatures        
who failed cannot change their form again for the next          
minute. 
Blinding Light. As an action, you can summon the         
blinding light of Pholtus. All enemies within 20’ must         
make a Constitution saving throw versus your spell        
DC. Those who fail are blind for the next minute.          
Those who fail can repeat this saving throw at the end           
of each of their turns. 

Oath Spells 
Inquisitor Spells 
Class Level Spells 

3rd Charm Person, Command 

5th Detect Thoughts, Suggestion 

9th Blinding Smite, Clairvoyance 

15th Dimension Door, Hallucinatory Terrain 

17th Gaes, Scrying 

Aura of Truth 
Starting at 7th level, enemies within 10’ of you are at           
disadvantage on their Charisma (Deception) checks      
and you and allies gain a bonus to Wisdom (Insight)          
checks equal to your Charisma modifier. At 18th level,         
the range of this aura increases to 30 feet. 

The Will of Pholtus 
Starting at 15th level, you are immune to effects that          
allow other creatures to control your actions, such as         
Magic Jar or Domination. In addition, you ignore any         
effects that would reduce your maximum hit points. 

Convert to the Light 
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At 20th level, you can perform a ritual that takes 10           
minutes to complete. Choose a creature that was        
adjacent to you for the duration of the ritual to roll a            
Charisma saving throw against your spell DC. If it         
fails, its alignment is changed to lawful neutral for the          
next 24-hours. If you repeat this ritual for 10 days in a            
row, the change becomes permanent. The power can        
be used once per long rest. 

Hounds of Tritherion 
The essential focus of the faith of Tritherion is the          
complete and uncompromised freedom of the      
individual from any kind oppression. Hounds of       
Trithereon respecting little hierarchy and eschew most       
traditional authority save when it can further their        
sworn goals and those of the people they seek to free           
from physical or spiritual bondage. 

Trithereonites consider laws of dubious value and       
frequently a source of persecution, as is honor, blind         
piety, and negotiation with oppressors. Hounds of       
Trithereon value their individuality—no two look and       
act alike, but all tend to dress in whatever outfit allows           
them the best chance to succeed at their mission. 

Tenets 
The tenets of the Hounds are focused on individual         
freedom and its preservation. 

Embody Freedom. Subject yourself not to      
another’s will. 

Grant Freedom. Win the freedom of those who        
have been enslaved. 

Protect Freedom. Give succor and protect the       
weak and undefended, lest they lose themselves to        
oppression and exploitation. 

Channel Divinity 
When you take this oath at 3rd level, you gain the           
following two Channel Divinity options. 

Speed of Thought. When you roll initiative, you        
may use this ability to grant an ally a bonus to           
initiative equal to your Charisma modifier. You can        
make this decision after initiative is rolled. 

Call of the Pack  As an bonus action, you call on           
Tritherion's instincts. For the next minute, you have        
advantage on attack rolls against a creature if at least          
one of your allies is within 5 feet of the creature and            
the ally isn't incapacitated. 

Oath Spells 
Hound Spells 

Class 
Level Spells 

3rd Hunters Mark, Ensnaring Strike 

5th Pass Without Trace, Misty Step 

9th Non detection, Conjure Animals 

13th Freedom of Movement, Locate Creature 

17th Passwall, Teleportation Circle 

Aura of Freedom 
Starting at 7th level, you and allies within 10’ may use           
a reaction to immediately attempt to end any effect         
that would reduce, eliminate or allow another to        
control his or her movement, by making either a new          
saving throw or escape check against the DC the         
effect, with advantage on the roll. At 18th level, the          
range of this aura increases to 30 feet. 

Peerless Motion 
Starting at 15th level, you are permanently under the         
effects of the Freedom of Movement spell. 

Spirit of the Blink Dog 
At 20th level, as an action on each of your turns, you            
can magically teleport up to 40 ft. to an unoccupied          
space you can see. Before or after teleporting, you         
can make a weapon attack. 
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Feats 
 

Sea Legs 
You have undergone extensive training aboard a 
sailing vessel to gain the following benefits: 

Increase your Strength or Dexterity by 1, to a 
maximum of 20. You have advantage on Navigator’s 
Tools, Vehicles (Water), and Strength (Athletics) made 
to overcome difficult situations you encounter while 
climbing, jumping, or swimming. You are not at 
disadvantage when attacking while maintaining your 
balance, restrained, or prone. 
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Backgrounds 
 
Escaped Androlynne 

Creator: John Lent 
Feature: Survivor 

Thanks to the actions of a small group of heroes, you           
have been able a realm of horror deep in the Abyss,           
where the forces of good have long struggled to escape          
the torments of the Pale Night. Where once an entire          
generation of Eladrin were trapped with no hope of         
escape for the endless struggle, now a few of you have           
been able to bargain with Charon the Ferryman for         
escape. You dread the day the Stygian �igure will collect          
his dues. 

Skill Proficiencies:  Stealth, Survival 
Languages:   Abyssal, Sylvan 
Equipment: Charon’s Marker (an alabaster token      

with your true name engraved in its surface), a set          
of traveler's clothes, an hourglass whose sand       
always �lows in one direction and seems to be         
counting down,  and a belt pouch containing 25  gp 

Feature: The Cost of Survival 
You have been able to survive in the Abyss 
for centuries and you have not forgotten its 
lessons.  Whenever you are in a hostile 
environment, such as an enemy fortress, a 
city controlled by a hostile government or 
the like, you have advantage on ability 
checks related to identifying patrol patterns, 
escape routes, and otherwise assessing the 
most dangerous foes in a given situation. 
The price of your escape however, was your 
soul.  You cannot be revivified, raised, 
resurrected or reincarnated. 
 

Shaman 
Creator: Sean McClellan 

You grew up in the wilderness, amongst a tribe you          
called kin. While your brothers, sisters, and cousins        
would go out on hunting expeditions, you were called to          
study under the tribe's high shaman, the eyes and ears          
of your gods. You were chosen to become the tribe's          
next shaman, handpicked by the gods themselves. You        
can hear them whisper in your ears, see their faces in           
your dreams. Some would be driven mad by such things,          
but to you it is pleasant and comforting. You are never           
alone, for you walk with the gods. 

Skill Proficiencies:  Insight, Religion 
Tool Proficiencies:  Herbalism Kit 
Languages: One of your choice of Abyssal, Celestial,        

Infernal, or Primordial 
Equipment: A staff, a set of traveler's clothes, an         

herbalism kit, and a belt pouch containing 10 gp 

Feature: Vision Quest 
As a shaman, you have been given a vision quest by the            
gods, and it is your sacred duty to carry out their will            
until the quest has been completed. The exact nature of          
your vision quest depends on what gods you follow and          
the culture you are part of. It may be your duty to seek             
out a sacred text (assuming you can even read) or to           
travel to the cairn of an ancient tribal hero and          
commune with her spirit. For many shamans, a vision         
quest is less speci�ic and more about seeing the world          
and learning all there is to know about it before          
returning home to enlighten the members of their        
tribes. 

While you are on your vision quest, you are considered          
to be protected by the gods. Those who share a similar           
culture or religious belief with you will assist you in          
completing your vision quest. If you need supplies or         
seek shelter, they will accommodate you as best they         
can, supporting you and any companions or guardians        
at a modest lifestyle. However, there are also enemies of          
your gods, and they will see you as an opportunity to           
strike out, perhaps furthering the will of their gods. 

Work with your DM to determine the nature of your          
vision quest and its impact on the campaign. 

Suggested Characteristics 
Shamans are more often found in the far reaches of the           
wilderness or amongst uncivilized humanoid and      
goblinoid tribes, where they often have power rivaling        
that of the tribe's chieftain. Many shamans receive        
vision quests during their youths, sending them across        
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the world in search of knowledge and enlightenment so         
that when they return home they can share the         
knowledge they acquired in the wider world with their         
kin. Unlike trained clerics, shamans tend to worship a         
pantheon of gods rather than a speci�ic deity, although         
they do often favor one or two gods whose portfolios          
and ideals most closely match their own. 

d8 Personality Traits 

1 I want to see as much of the wider world 
as I can before I return home to my 
people. 

2 It is my duty to enlighten and educate        
those around me about the will of the        
gods. 

3 I believe that everything that happens      
in this life is only to prepare us for the          
life hereafter. 

4 The gods speak to me constantly,      
often distracting me from the words of       
the mortals around me. 

5 I fear nothing, for I am always with the         
gods. 

6 I tend to speak in the chosen       
language of my gods rather than the       
language of mortals, switching    
tongues only when necessary. 

7 I see omens and signs from the gods        
all around me, and do my best to help         
others see them too. 

8 I have been chosen by the gods to        
serve as their eyes and ears. Those       
who do not respect my power by       
choice will respect it by force. 

d6 Ideal 

1 Community: Everything I do is for the       
good of my tribe and kin. (Lawful) 

2 Greater Good:  My gifts and the      
knowledge I have gained are to be       
used to help as many children of the        
gods as possible, not for my own       
purpose. (Good) 

3 Power: The gods have blessed me      
with great power and their permission      
to use it as I see fit. (Evil) 

4 Enlightenment: I desire to learn all      
that I can, so that I may better serve         
the gods and my people. (Any) 

5 Change: The gods have plans for this       
world, ideas to make it a better place        
for all. It is our duty to help usher in          
this new era. (Chaotic) 

6 Tradition: I, like so many, have been       
chosen by the gods to serve as their        
instrument. It is my duty to carry out        
their wishes to the best of my abilities.        
(Lawful) 

d6 Bond 

1 While I am tasked to complete my       
vision quest, I have taken it upon       
myself to help as many people as I        
can along the way. 

2 The gods are the most important thing       
to me, then my kinsmen, no matter       
where I am in life or the world. 

3 The voices of the gods have given me        
a great insight into the ways of the        
world and to a threat that I must be         
willing to stop, no matter the cost. 

4 I owe my life to my tribe's high        
shaman, as it was she that took me in         
and helped me hear the gods. 

5 I will do anything to protect shrines to        
my gods and their children. 

6 My only goal is to complete my vision        
quest so that I may return home to my         
people. 

  

d6 Flaw 

1 I take far too much pleasure in what        
the wider world has to offer, and       
occasionally I ignore the voices of the       
gods to pursue material pleasure. 

2 The gods speak to me, so why should        
I listen to the words of petty mortals? 

3 I pity those who cannot hear the       
voices of the gods, and often hold       
them in contempt. 
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4 I am jealous and covetous and will not        
share the knowledge of the gods with       
anyone who does not meet my      
outrageous expectations. 

5 I am slow to trust members of other        
races, tribes, and societies 

6 I blindly trust those who claim that the        
gods speak to them, even if I risk        
endangering myself doing so. 
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New Weapons:  
Harpoon 
Harpoon . Martial Melee Weapon. 5gp, 1d6 Versatile 
(1d8) piercing, 4lbs, Thrown (30,60), 

Special . A harpoon is typically fitted to 50’ feet of 
thick rope (5 hit points and can be burst with a DC 17 
Strength check.) When the other end of the rope is 
anchored, either held by a creature in both hands or 
tied to a solid object, a creature damaged by the 
harpoon cannot move farther away from the anchor 
unless it breaks the rope. In addition, the rope can be 
used with two hands to drag a creature struck by the 
harpoon towards the anchor. Every 5’ the target is 
dragged costs the creature pulling the rope 10’ of 
movement. The normal Strength and Size limitations 
on dragging still apply. 
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Greyhawk Reborn Deities 

All clerics and paladins  must  choose a deity; other PCs may choose not to take a deity. Divine casters                   
must be within one step of their deity’s alignment. Power levels, in order, are greater, intermediate, lesser,                 
demi-god, and hero-deity. Deities are divided by racial characteristic. Deities displayed in  bold are              
common in most areas and do not have to be taken by a character of that race. Deities shown in  simple                     
italics cannot be worshipped by PCs, but are included for the sake of giving the players knowledge of                  
various evil deities. 

Common or Unknown Origins 
Name Align Power Spheres of Influence Domains Weapon Sex 

Bahamut LG Lesser Good Dragons Life, War Heavy pick or bite M 

Boccob N Greater Magic, Arcane Knowledge, 
Balance, Non-interference 

Arcana, 
Knowledge 

Staff M 

Joramy N(G) Lesser Fire, Volcanoes, Wrath, Anger, 
Quarrels 

Tempest, War Staff F 

Kelanen N Demi Swords, Sword skill, Balance War Any Sword M 

St. Cuthbert LG (N) Inter Wisdom, Zeal, Common 
sense, Honesty, Truth, 

Discipline 

Knowledge Club M 

Semuanya N Lesser Lizardfolk, Survival Life Greatclub M 

Trithereon CG Inter Individuality, Liberty, 
Retribution, Self-defense 

War Spear, sword, or 
club 

M 

Ulaa LG Inter Hills, Mountains, Gemstones Life, War Warhammer F 

Zagyg CN Demi Humor, Occult studies, 
Eccentricity, Unpredictability 

Arcana, Trickery Club M 

Cannot Be Worshipped 

Blibdoolpoolp NE Inter Kuo-toas Death Pincer Staff F 

Grolantor CE Inter Hills Giants, War War Club M 

Gruumsh CE Greater Orcs, Storms, War Tempest, War Spear M 

Hruggek CE Inter Bugbears, Violence War Morningstar M 
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Incabulos NE Greater Plague, Famine Death Quarterstaff M 

Iuz CE Lesser Pain, Oppression Death Greatsword M 

Kurtulmak LE Inter Kobolds, War, Mining War Spear M 

Laogzed CE Demi Troglodytes, Hunger Death Javelin ? 

Lolth CE Inter Drow, Spiders Trickery Whip F 

Maglubiyet LE Greater Goblinoids, War War Greataxe or 
battleaxe 

M 

Ralishaz CN(E) Inter Chance, Ill-luck, Misfortune, 
Insanity 

Trickery Staff M 

Sekolah LE Inter Sahuagin, God of the Hunt Nature, Tempest Trident M 

Skoraeus 
Stonebones 

N Inter Stone Giants, Art Knowledge Warhammer M 

Surtur LE Inter Fire Giants, Craft Knowledge, War Greatsword M 

Tharizdun CE Inter Eternal Darkness Arcana, Trickery Dagger M 

Thrym CE Inter Frost Giants, Strength War Greataxe M 

Tiamat LE Lesser Evil Dragons Trickery Heavy pick or bite F 

 

Dwarven Pantheon 
Name Align Power Spheres of Influence Domains Weapon Sex 

Abbathor NE Inter Greed Trickery Dagger M 

Berronar 
Truesilver 

LG Inter Safety, Truth, Home, Healing Protection, Life Mace F 

Clangeddin 
Silverbeard 

LG Inter Battle, War War Battleaxe M 

Dugmaren 
Brightmantle 

CG 
(NG) 

Lesser Scholarship, Discovery, 
Invention 

Forge 
Knowledge, 

Light 

Short Sword M 
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Dumathoin N Inter Mining, Exploration Light, Nature Warhammer M 

Gendwar Argrim LN Hero Fatalism and Obsession Grave  War Dwarven Battleaxe M 

Moradin LG Greater Dwarves, Smithing, 
Engineering, Creation, War 

Forge 
Knowledge, 

War, Protection 

Warhammer M 

Muamman 
Duathal 

NG Lesser Wanderers and Expatriates Protection, 
Travel 

Mace M 

Vergadain N Inter Wealth and Luck Trickery Long Sword M 

Elven Pantheon 
Name Align Power Spheres of Influence Domains Weapon Sex 

Aerdrie Faenya CG 
(CN) 

Lesser Air, Weather, Avians, Rain, 
Fertility 

Tempest Staff F 

Corellon 
Larethian 

CG Greater Elves, Magic, Music, Arts & 
Crafts, War 

Forge  Light, 
Knowledge, War 

Longsword or 
Longbow 

M 

Deep Sashelas CG Inter Aquatic Elves, Oceans Nature, Tempest, 
Protection 

Trident M 

Erevan Ilesere CN Inter Mischief, Change, Rogues Trickery Short sword M 

Fenmarel 
Mestarine 

CN 
(CG) 

Lesser Wild Elves, Outcasts, 
Scapegoats, Isolation 

Trickery Dagger M 

Gadhelyn CN Hero Independence, Outlawry, 
Feasting, Hunting 

Protection, 
Nature 

Longbow M 

Hanali Celanil CG Inter Love, Romance, Beauty, Fine 
Art 

Protector Dagger F 

Labelas Enoreth CG Inter Time, Longevity, History Knowledge Staff M 

Rillifane Rallathil CG Inter Wood Elves, Woodlands, 
Nature, Druids 

Nature, 
Protection 

Bow M 

Sehanine 
Moonbow 

CG 
(NG) 

Inter Mysticism, Dreams, Far 
Journeys, Death, Full Moons, 

Transcendence 

Knowledge, 
Grave, Travel 

Quarterstaff F 

Solonor 
Thelandira 

CG Inter Archery, Hunting, Wilderness 
Survival 

War, Tempest, 
Nature 

Long Bow M 
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Ye’Cind CG Demi Music, Magical Songs Arcana, 
Knowledge 

Long Sword M 

 

Gnome Pantheon 
Name Align Power Spheres of Influence Domains Weapon Sex 

Baervan 
Wildwanderer 

NG Inter Forests, Nature, Travel Trickery, Nature Spear M 

Baravar 
Cloakshadow 

NG (N) Lesser Illusions, Protection, Deception Protection, 
Trickery 

Dagger M 

Calladuran 
Smoothhands 

N (NG) Inter Svirfneblin, Protection, Earth, 
Mining 

Life, Protection Greataxe M 

Flandal Steelskin NG Inter Mining, Smithing, Fitness Forge Light Warhammer M 

Gaerdal Ironhand LG (LN) Lesser Protection, Vigilance, Combat Protection, War Warhammer M 

Garl Glittergold NG Greater Protection, Humor, Trickery, 
Gemcutting, Smithing 

Forge, 
Protection, 

Trickery 

Axe (any) M 

Nebelun CG Lesser Inventions, Good luck Knowledge Mace M 

Segojan 
Earthcaller 

NG Inter Earth, Nature Tempest, Nature Mace M 

Cannot Be Worshipped 

Gelf Darkhearth CN Inter Entropy, Revenge Death Warhammer M 

Roykyn NE Hero Cruelty Trickery Spiked Gauntlet F 

Urdlen CE Inter Greed, Bloodlust, Evil, Hatred, 
Blind Destruction 

War Spiked Gauntlet M 

Halfling Pantheon 
Name Align Power Spheres of Influence Domains Weapon Sex 

Arvoreen LG Inter Protection, Vigilance, War Protection, War Any silvered M 

Brandobaris N Lesser Stealth, Thieves, Adventuring Trickery Short Sword M 
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Charmalaine N Hero Keen Senses, Narrow Escapes Protection Mace F 

Cyrrollalee LG Inter Friendship, Trust, Home Protection Club F 

Sheela Peryroyl N (NG) Inter Nature, Agriculture, Weather Tempest, Nature Sickle F 

Yondalla LG Greater Halflings, Protection, Fertility Forge, 
Protection, Life 

Sword, any F 

Urogalan N (LN) Demi Earth, Death, Protection of the 
Dead 

Grave Flail M 

 

Human: Baklunish Pantheon 
Name Align Power Spheres of Influence Domains Weapon Sex 

Al’Akbar LG Lesser Guardianship, Faithfulness, 
Dignity, Duty 

Protection Falchion M 

Al’Asran (Pelor) NG Greater Sun, Light, Strength, Healing Life, Light Mace M 

Al’Zarad 
(Boccob) 

N Greater Magic, Arcane Knowledge, 
Balance, Non-interference 

Arcana, 
Knowledge 

Staff M 

Azor’alq NG Hero Light, Purity, Courage, and 
Strength 

Light Scimitar M 

Daoud N Hero Humility, Clarity, Immediacy Knowledge Quarterstaff M 

Geshtai N Lesser Lakes, Rivers, Wells, and 
Streams 

Protection, 
Nature 

Spear F 

Istus N Greater Fate, Destiny, Divination, 
Predestination, Future, 

Honesty 

Knowledge Net F 

Mouquol N Lesser Trade, Negotiation, Ventures, 
Appraisal, and Reciprocity 

Protection, 
Travel 

Dagger M 

Xan Yae N Lesser Twilight, Shadows, Stealth, and 
Mental Power 

Trickery Paired Falchions F 

Zuoken N Demi Monks, Mental Powers, Physical 
and Mental Mastery 

Protection Unarmed Attack M 

Cannot Be Worshipped 
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Tharoth the 
Reaper (Nerull) 

NE Greater Death, Darkness, Murder, The 
Underworld 

Death Scythe M 

Human: Flan Pantheon 
Name Align Power Spheres of Influence Domains Weapon Sex 

Allitur LG (N) Lesser Ethics, Propriety Light Spear M 

Beory N Greater Oerth Mother, Nature, Rain Nature, Life, 
Protection 

Club F 

Berei NG Lesser Home, Family, Agriculture Protection Sickle F 

Earth Dragon LE Demi Earth, Weather, Hidden 
Treasure 

Protection, 
Tempest 

Pick n/a 

Ehlonna NG Lesser Forests, Flowers, Meadows Life, Nature Long Bow F 

Mayaheine LG Demi Protection, Justice, Valor Protection, War Bastard Sword F 

Myhriss NG Lesser Love, Beauty, Romance Protection Shortbow or Whip F 

Obad-Hai N Inter Nature, Woodlands, 
Freedom, Hunting, Beasts 

Nature, Tempest Staff M 

Pelor NG Greater Sun, Strength, Light, Healing Life, Light Mace (any) M 

Rao LG Greater Peace, Reason, Serenity Knowledge Lt. Mace M 

Red Fox CG Lesser Crafts, Thievery Forge Trickery Dagger M 

Vathris LN Hero Anguish, Lost Causes, 
Revenge 

War Longspear M 

Zodal NG Lesser Mercy, Home, Benevolence Protection Unarmed strike M 

Cannot Be Worshipped 

Kyuss NE Hero Creation & Mastery of the 
Undead 

Death Club M 

Nerull NE Greater Death, Darkness, Murder, The 
Underworld 

Death Scythe M 
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Vecna NE Lesser Destruction, Evil Secrets, 
Magic, Hidden Knowledge, 

Intrigue 

Arcana, 
Knowledge 

Dagger M 

Human: Oeridian Pantheon 
Name Align Power Spheres of Influence Domains Weapon Sex 

Atroa NG Lesser Spring, East Wind, Renewal Life, Nature Sling F 

Bleredd N Lesser Metal, Mines, Smiths Forge, Light Warhammer M 

Celestian N(G) Inter Astronomy, Stars, Space, 
Wanderers 

Arcana, 
Knowledge, 

Travel 

Spear M 

Cyndor LN Lesser Time, Continuity, Infinity Knowledge Sling M 

Daern LN Hero Defenses, Fortifications Protection Shortspear F 

Delleb LG Lesser Reason, Intellect, Study Knowledge Saber M 

Fharlanghn N(G) Inter Horizons, Distance, Travel, 
Roads 

Knowledge, 
Trickery. Travel 

Quarterstaff M 

Heironeous LG Inter Chivalry, Honor, Justice, Valor, 
War, Daring 

Protector, War Battleaxe or 
Longsword 

M 

Hextor** LE Inter War, Discord, Massacres, 
Conflict, Fitness, Tyranny 

War Any M 

Johydee NG Hero Deception, Espionage, 
Protection 

Trickery Short Sword F 

Kurell CN Lesser Jealousy, Revenge, Theft Trickery Short Sword M 

Kuroth CN Hero Theft, Treasure-Finding Trickery Dagger M 

Lirr CG Lesser Prose, Poetry, Literature, Art Knowledge Rapier or 
Shortspear 

F 

Merikka LG Demi Farming, Agriculture, Home Protection Sickle F 

Murlynd LG Hero Magical Technology Arcana, 
Knowledge 

Longsword M 
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Olidammara CN Inter Music, Revelry, Roguery, 
Wine 

Trickery Rapier M 

Pholtus LG (N) Inter Light, Resolution, Law, 
Order, Inflexibility, Sun, 

Moons 

Light Staff M 

Procan CN Inter Oceans, Seas, Salt, Sea life, 
Weather, Navigation 

Tempest, 
Nature, Travel 

Trident M 

Rudd CN(G) Demi Chance, Good luck, Skill Trickery Rapier, Stiletto, or 
Shortbow 

F 

Sol (Pelor) NG Greater Sun, Strength, Light, Healing Life, Light Mace (any) M 

Sotillion CG(N) Lesser Summer, South wind, Ease, 
Comfort 

Tempest, Nature Sickle F 

Stern Alia LN Demi Oeridian Culture, Law, 
Motherhood 

Protection Long Bow or Mace F 

Telchur CN Lesser Winger, North wind, Cold Tempest, Nature Shortspear M 

Velnius N(G) Lesser Sky, Weather Tempest Spear M 

Wenta CG Lesser Autumn, West Wind, Harvest, 
Brewing 

Life, Nature Club F 

Zilchus LN Inter Power, Prestige, Influence, 
Money, Business 

Protection Dagger M 

Cannot Be Worshipped 

Erythnul CE 
(CN) 

Inter Hate, Envy, Malice, Panic, 
Ugliness, Slaughter 

War Mace M 

** Player Character worshippers of Hextor can be LN or N in alignment only. 
 

Human: Suloise Pantheon 
Name Align Power Spheres of 

Influence 
Domains Weapon Sex 

Beltar CE 
(CN) 

Lesser Malice, Caves, Pits War Spiked Gauntlet F 

Dalt CG Lesser Portals, Doors, 
Enclosures, Locks, Keys 

Trickery Dagger M 
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Fortubo LG (N) Lesser Stone, Metals, Mountains, 
Guardianship 

Forge, 
Protection 

Warhammer M 

Jascar LG Lesser Hills, Mountains Protection Warhammer M 

Kord CG Inter Athletics, Sports, 
Brawling, Strength, 

Courage 

Tempest, War Greatsword M 

Lendor LN Inter Time, Tedium, Patience, 
Study 

Knowledge Greatsword M 

Lydia NG Lesser Music, Knowledge, 
Daylight 

Knowledge, 
Light 

Spear F 

Norebo CN Lesser Luck, Gambling, Risk Trickery Dagger M 

Osprem LN Lesser Sea Voyages, Ships, 
Sailors 

Protection, 
Tempest, 

Travel 

Trident F 

Phaulkon CG Lesser Air, Winds, Clouds, Birds, 
Archery 

Tempest, 
Nature 

Bow (Long or 
Short) 

M 

Phyton CG Lesser Nature, Beauty, Farming Light, Nature Scimitar M 

Pyremius NE Lesser Assassins, Fire, Poison, 
Murder 

War Longsword or Whip M 

Syrul NE (LE) Lesser Lies, Deceit, Treachery, 
False Promises 

Trickery Dagger F 

Vatun CN Lesser Northern Barbarians, 
Cold, Winter, Arctic 

Beasts 

Tempest, War Battleaxe M 

Wee Jas LN (E) Greater Magic, Death, Vanity 
(love), Law 

Arcana, Grave, 
Knowledge 

Dagger F 

Xerbo N Lesser The Sea, Sailing, Money, 
Business 

Tempest Trident M 
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